TYPES OF PEACE ORGANIZATION

GEOGRAPHICAL
- Local
- Regional (of a country)
- National
- Regional (of the world)
- International

IDEOLOGICAL
- Liberal pacifist (law, UN etc)
- Anti-militarist (COs..)
- Nuclear pacifist
- Sectoral (peace-and-justice etc)

PARTY-RELATED
- Centrist/liberal
- Labour/Soc Dem
- Communist/Marxist/Left
- Anarchist
- Green

SECTORAL/PROFESSIONAL
- Labour mvt
- Women/gender/LGBT+
- Human rights
- Race/ethnicity
- Environment
- Development/poverty
- Faith
- Health
- Culture/sports
- Academic/research – many fields
- Science/technology
- Education
- Economics
- Media
- Parliamentary
- Mayors

FOCUS
- All wars
- Specific wars/interventions
- Specific aspects/weapons of war
- Aspects of peacemaking/peace culture
- Sector-related issues

STYLE
- Reactive or Pro-active?
• Inside track or Outside track?
• Prophetic or Pragmatic?
• Long-term change or Short-term victory?